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Where’s fashion going in South Africa, up-andcoming creative Thula Sindi asks Marianne Fassler,
doyenne of local fashion? Bonded by a shared
passion for their craft, their respective brands are in
full bloom on our catwalks.
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s I drive into the Leopard Frock studio in Saxonwold, Joburg,

TS: How have you managed to survive in the industry for four decades?

the 10am winter sunshine is harsh and unfiltered, and

MF: It’s crucial to evaluate why you’re in the industry. Decide what

I’m wrought with anticipation. My destination is nestled

you want out of it. Do you want to push units or fulfil your creative

among the velvety leaves of giant oak trees caught in a season

objectives? I’ve managed to create my own market. I have generations

only a fashion designer could call ‘pre-spring’. I enter through gigantic

of clients who, given a choice, still choose to wear my clothing.

double doors leading to many artworks from the South African artists
I’d studied during my time at The National School of the Arts. I am indeed
in a connoisseur’s abode.

TS: What attracts this type of customer loyalty?
MF: I’m in tune with what’s happening internationally, but I provide the

Nervous and running slightly late, I’m immediately put at ease by the

best product using the best fabric in a way that I can best interpret their

sight of Marianne Fassler, her iconic fiery dreadlocks adorned with silver

vision. Someone comes to me for me ... so I build, nurture and sustain

hair ornaments, wearing a signature mesh top printed with multiple

those relationships. I’ve cultivated my client base by being reliable.

animal and abstract patterns that should be chaotic but are strangely
serene. On her fingers are beautiful rings made of silver and bone –
a testament to a curator’s eye for accessories too.

TS: How did it all begin?
MF: My background is fine art and I grew up in an artistic home.

I’m welcomed with a warm hug and immediately put to work helping her

My mom was a painter and so I have an understanding of the

unravel a fine chain necklace, which had managed to become a series of

creative community. In many ways, I couldn’t care about fashion.

Gordian knots. This proves to be a great icebreaker, and conversation flows.

What I am passionate about is how fashion translates on the street.

‘My granddaughter, Sibella, is 12 now. She is leggy and tall … and already on

I’m interested in how people empower themselves through fashion.

the farm,’ Marianne enthuses when I ask her about her family. She beams
as she tells of her economist daughter, who, after marrying a farmer, has
adjusted well to country life.

TS: How is the internet affecting young designers’ aesthetics?
MF: Information overload does dull the senses. Clicking ‘next

As an icon of local fashion, a mother and grandmother, and a fearless

image’ on a fashion blog will never equate to being on the street and

champion of doing things your own way, Marianne Fassler has always

feeling the energy. I gather ideas from being in Joburg’s edgy CBD or

inspired and fascinated me.

walking the streets of New York City. History, politics, music, current
events, contemporary art … all of these influence fashion. It’s in the
air. You just need to pick it up.
TS: Do you enjoy the glamour of fashion?
MF: I pity those who are trapped in the glamour of fashion. There’s
so much more to it. It’s a deeper, more meaningful craft. Glamour
is overrated.
TS: You’re part of the South African visual consciousness. How have
you kept pace with the new generation?
MF: You don’t come to my show for trends, you come for the craft
of it. I also don’t underestimate the power of the right woman in the
right dress. My brand has been built upon some legendary women
who regularly buy from me, and there are some young ones too.
I dressed Terry Pheto for the red carpet at the Oscars, and that image
reached every level of the local and international media. I was lucky
enough to dress her again for the recent Daytime Emmy Awards and
the Africa Movie Academy Awards.
I believe in something I think Robert Hodgins, the acclaimed
South African artist, once said: if you’re interested, you will become
interesting … and I want to be astonished every day. I also believe my
intellect has kept me current, and in many ways I owe it to my muse
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I’m interested in how
fashion translates on
the street… how people
empower themselves
through fashion.
too – Africa, which is timeless. And there are the vibrant people I am

After matriculating from The National School of the Arts

surrounded by, and of course, experience does help.

in Joburg, Thula studied at the London International School
of Fashion. The day after he graduated, he took up a position

TS: How have you achieved your distinctive appearance?

as head designer for the Dutch textile company Vlisco,

MF: When a woman has found her groove, people turn their

where he convinced his employers to show at South African

heads when she walks by. I love the kind of people that look at

Fashion Week (SAFW) in 2005. Industry friends Malcolm

me when I travel. I find them interesting, and there’s this kind of

Klûk and Palesa Mokubung helped him organise the show.

mutual inspiration.

Thula then started developing his own range, which hit
the runway at SAFW the following year. In 2006 he also

TS: Some call you South Africa’s Vivienne Westwood. How do you feel

earned a semifinalist spot at the Nederburg Rare South

about her?

African Fashion Finds contest.

MF: She’s a fantastic designer with a great sense of humour, which is
very important to have in this industry.

Since then he has shown his collections in Hong Kong,
Beijing, New York, Lagos, Paris and many other cities
across the world. His effortlessly elegant womenswear

TS: What’s your advice for someone like me who’s in the early stretch

is produced at his studio in Illovo, Joburg, and his well-

of establishing a fashion brand?

known clients include Dr Precious Moloi-Motsepe, Terry

MF: If there’s an opportunity and it falls within your strengths, take

Pheto, Azania Ndoro, Penny Lebyane and Liezel van der

it. Also learn to say no – it’s empowering. Don’t undervalue yourself.

Westhuizen. His ready-to-wear collection is available at

Charge for your clothes, give no freebies and don’t take on more than

select boutiques as well as at Edgars stores.

you can handle. Oh, and wake up every morning wanting to work.
CONTACT
TS: What has been the highest point in your career?
MF: Surely it’s not behind me yet?

Email: info@thulasindi.com
www.thulasindi.com
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A life of
fashion
Leopard prints, scarlet
dreadlocks and beads are
part of Marianne Fassler’s
identity. We celebrate one
of South Africa’s most
enduring designers, one
perpetually inspired by her
love of all things African.

1987 Photographed by Giselle Wulfsohn for Leadership magazine, Marianne
wears a black tutu from her Catherine Award collection. Black tulle dresses and tutus
have been part of every collection ever since. She syss the late ’80s was a significant
period in the trajectory of her career.
‘I won my third Catherine Award (fashion award sponsored by Fairlady magazine), I was
voted SA’s best dressed woman by the Sunday Times and I met my husband, Charles.’

1987 Massimo Cecconi took some fabulous portraits of Marianne, documenting
this important era in her career.
‘In the ’80s my hair was long, curly and brightly hennaed. I still wear lots of bracelets but
not such chunky ones. And of course, there will always be leopard print!’
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1978 Marianne’s poolside fashion show at her parents’ home in
Saxonwold was another landmark event in her career. The dresses were all
made from real silk jersey in the brilliant jewel colours people associate with
her work. The models present, including Sharon Coetzee, Regina, Winnie,
Glenda and Moon Mullins, were at the height of their careers at the time.
‘I had the chutzpah to call all the top models in town and ask them to model for
me. It was quite a blast… we started late, the crowd was massive and excited and
there was a sense that we were on the brink of something special.’

1993 Marianne, easily spotted in a crowd by her trademark bright
orange hair, was a runner-up in the J&B Competition, called RARE.
‘I felt very proud of my collection. The dress was the first of my signature “scrap”
dresses, which were made entirely from scraps of fabrics, and has since become
a constant theme in my work. I live to craft, recycle, re-engineer and refresh my
work. I “live” my art and as such it has to remain organic and never static.’

2005 Marianne’s
South African Fashion Week
Collection followed her Lifetime
Achievement Award at the South
African Fashion Awards held
at the Johannesburg City Hall.
‘The dress further explored new

2007 AFI Fashion Week was held in a glass tent on Nelson

ways of looking at Africa. I used

Mandela Square in Sandton. This dress was made from shweshwe

over-dyed tablecloths crocheted

fabric, which Marianne dyed shocking pink and embellished with

by Zimbabwean women. This

elaborate, rich, Indian-style beading. The tulle petticoat was dip dyed,

collection was inspired by

a trend she began in South Africa.

Josephine Baker but I made it

‘I invited my guests to wear vintage Fassler and opened up my archive so

more commercial for the purposes

that anybody who didn’t own Fassler could borrow something to wear. It

of the Fairlady Fashion Week.

was awesome! There were many wedding dresses and even some men in

Thanks to the incredible reach

vintage Fassler. She received the Marie Claire Prix d’Excellence de la

of the internet, we still get

Mode for this show. The judges said that I gave them something very

requests for this dress.’

rare in fashion… that I had moved them.’
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